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Abstract
We present bounds on various quantities of interest regarding the central trajec-
tory of a semi-definite program (SDP), where the bounds are functions of Renegar's
condition number C(d) and other naturally-occurring quantities such as the dimen-
sions n and m. The condition number C(d) is defined in terms of the data instance
d = (A, b, C) for SDP; it is the inverse of a relative measure of the distance of the
data instance to the set of ill-posed data instances, that is, data instances for which
arbitrary perturbations would make the corresponding SDP either feasible or infeasi-
ble. We provide upper and lower bounds on the solutions along the central trajectory,
and upper bounds on changes in solutions and objective function values along the
central trajectory when the data instance is perturbed and/or when the path pa-
rameter defining the central trajectory is changed. Based on these bounds, we prove
that the solutions along the central trajectory grow at most linearly and at a rate
proportional to the inverse of the distance to ill-posedness, and grow at least linearly
and at a rate proportional to the inverse of C(d)2 , as the trajectory approaches an
optimal solution to the SDP. Furthermore, the change in solutions and in objective
function values along the central trajectory is at most linear in the size of the changes
in the data. All such bounds involve polynomial functions of C(d), the size of the
data, the distance to ill-posedness of the data, and the dimensions n and m of the
SDP.
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1 Introduction
We study various properties of the central trajectory of a semi-definite program (SDP)
P(d) : min{C * X : AX = b,X _ O}. Here X and C are symmetric matrices, C * X
denotes the trace inner product, A is a linear operator that maps symmetric matrices into
Rm, b E Rm, X >- 0 denotes that X is a symmetric positive semi-definite matrix, and the
data for P(d) is the array d = (A, b, C). The central trajectory of P(d) is the solution
to the logarithmic barrier problem P,(d) : min{C * X - /lndet(X) : AX = b, X - 0}
as the trajectory parameter /t ranges over the interval (0, oo). Semi-definite programming
has been the focus of an enormous amount of research in the past decade, and has proven
to be a unifying model for many convex programming problems amenable to efficient so-
lution by interior-point methods, see [1], [14], [27], and [2], among many other references.
Our primary concern lies in bounding a variety of measures of the behavior of the central
trajectory of P(d) in terms of the condition number C(d) for P(d) originally developed by
Renegar.
By the condition number C(d) of the data d = (A, b, C), we mean a scale-invariant
positive measure depending on a given feasible data instance d = (A, b, C) and with the fol-
lowing property: the condition number approaches infinity as the data approaches the set
of data instances for which the problem P(d), or its dual, becomes infeasible. In particular,
we say that a data instance is ill-posed whenever its corresponding condition number is
unbounded, that is, whenever the data instance is on the boundary of the set of primal-dual
feasible data instances. This notion of conditioning (formally presented in Subsection 2.3)
was originally developed by Renegar in [17] within a more general convex programming con-
text, and has proven to be a key concept in the understanding of the continuous complexity
of convex optimization methods (see for instance [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 28, 29]
among others). In this paper we show the relevance of using this measure of conditioning
in the analysis of the central trajectory of an SDP of the form P(d).
More specifically, in Section 3 we present a variety of results that bound certain be-
havioral measures of the central trajectory of P(d) in terms of the condition number C(d).
In Theorem 3.1, we present upper bounds on the norms of solutions along the central
trajectory. These bounds show that the solutions along the central trajectory grow at
most linearly in the trajectory parameter and at a rate proportional to the inverse of
the distance to ill-posedness of d. In Theorem 3.2, we present lower bounds on the values
of the eigenvalues of solutions along the central trajectory. These bounds show that the
eigenvalues of solutions along the central trajectory grow at least linearly in the trajectory
parameter At and at a rate proportional to C(d)-2 .
In Theorem 3.3, we present bounds on changes in solutions along the central trajectory
under simultaneous changes (perturbations) in the data d as well as changes in the trajec-
tory parameter . These bounds are linear in the size of the data perturbation, quadratic
in the inverse of the trajectory parameter, and are polynomial functions of the condition
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number and the dimensions m and n. Finally, in Theorem 3.4, we present similar bounds
on the change in the optimal objective function values of the barrier problem along the
central trajectory, under data and trajectory parameter perturbations. These bounds are
also linear in the size of the data perturbation and in the size of the change in the trajectory
parameter.
The use of continuous complexity theory in convex optimization, especially the theory
developed by Renegar in [17, 19, 20, 21], has added significant insight into what makes
certain convex optimization problems better- or worse-behaved (in terms of the deforma-
tion of problem characteristics under data perturbations), and consequently what makes
certain convex optimization problems easier or harder to solve. We believe that the results
presented in this paper contribute to this understanding by providing behavioral bounds
on relevant aspects of the central trajectory of a semidefinite program.
The results presented in this paper are a non-trivial generalization of related results for
the linear programming (LP) case presented in [15]. One reason why we have found the
extension from LP to SDP to be mathematically challenging has to do with the lack of
closedness of certain projections of the cone of positive semi-definite symmetric matrices.
This lack of closedness prevents the use of "nice" linear programming properties such as
strict complementarity of solutions. Another difficulty arises in the linear algebra of certain
linear operators that arise in the study of the central trajectory. In the case of LP, we have
XX = XX whenever X and X are diagonal matrices. Matrix products like this appear
when dealing with solutions x and on the central trajectory of a data instance and its
perturbation, respectively, thus streamlining the proofs of results in the LP case. When
dealing with analogous solutions in the case of SDP, we no longer have the same commu-
tative property of the matrix product, and so it is necessary to develop more complicated
linear operators in the analysis of the central trajectory. We therefore believe that the
proofs of the theorems presented in this paper for the SDP case are not straightforward
generalizations of the corresponding proofs for the LP case.
Literature Review: The study of perturbation theory and continuous complexity for
convex programs in terms of the distance to ill-posedness and condition number of a given
data instance was introduced by Renegar in [17], who studied perturbations in a very gen-
eral setting of the problem (RLP): sup{c*x : Ax < b,x > 0, x E X}, where X and y
denote real normed vector spaces, A: X -+ y is a continuous linear operator, c* : X -+ R
is a continuous linear functional, and the inequalities Ax < b and x > 0 are induced by any
closed convex cones (linear or nonlinear) containing the origin in X and y, respectively.
Previous to this paper of Renegar, many papers were written on perturbations of linear
programs and systems of linear inequalities, but not in terms of the distance to ill-posedness
(see for instance [12, 22, 23, 24, 25]).
Even though there is now a vast literature on SDP, there are only a few papers that
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study SDP in terms of some notion of a condition measure. Renegar [17] presents a bound
on solutions to RLP, a bound on the change in optimal solutions when only the right-hand-
side vector b is perturbed, and a bound on changes in optimal objective function values
when the whole data instance is perturbed. All of these bounds depend on the distance
to ill-posedness of the given data instance. Because of their generality, these results also
apply to the SDP case studied in this paper. Later, in [20] and [21], Renegar presents upper
and lower bounds on the inverse of the Hessian matrix resulting from the application of
Newton's method to the optimality conditions of RLP along the central trajectory. Again,
these bounds depend on the distance to ill-posedness of the data instance, and they apply
to the SDP case. These bounds are important because they can be used to study the
continuous complexity of interior-point methods for solving SDP (see [20]) as well as the
use of the conjugate gradient method in the solution of SDP (see [21]).
Nayakkankuppam and Overton in [13] study the conditioning of SDP in terms of a
condition measure that depends on the inverse of certain Jacobian matrix. This Jacobian
matrix arises when applying Newton's method to find a root of a semi-definite system of
equations equivalent to the system of equations that arise from the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker
optimality conditions for P(d). In particular, under the assumption that both P(d) and its
dual have unique optimal solutions, they present a bound on the change in the optimal so-
lution to P(d) and P(d + Ad), where Ad is a data perturbation, in terms of their condition
number. This bound is linear in the norm of A d. Their analysis pertains to the study of
the optimal solution of P(d), but is not readily applicable to the central trajectory of SDP.
Sturm and Zhang [26] study the sensitivity of the central trajectory of SDP in terms of
changes in the right-hand-side of the constraints AX = b in P(d). Given a data instance
d = (A, b, C) of SDP, they consider data perturbations of the form d + Ad = (A, b + Ab, C).
Using this kind of perturbation, and under a primal and dual Slater condition as well
as a strict complementarity condition, they show several properties of the derivatives of
central trajectory solutions with respect to the right-hand-side vector. The results pre-
sented herein differ from these results in that we use data perturbations of the form
d + Ad = (A + AA, b + Ab, C + AC), and we express our results in terms of the distance to
ill-posedness of the data. As a result, our results are not as strong in terms of the size of
bounds, but our results are more general as they do not rely on any particular assumptions.
2 Notation, Definitions, and Preliminaries
2.1 Space of Symmetric Matrices
Given two matrices U and V in 2 x n", we define the inner product of U and V as U * V
trace(UT V), where trace(W) := En=I Wjj for all W E Rnxn. Given a matrix U E n x n,
we denote by a(U) = (a,... , crn) the vector in 3in whose components are the ordered
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singular values of U, that is, each j is a singular value of U, and 0 < < .< 
Furthermore, we denote by oj(U) the j-th singular value of U chosen according to the
increasing order in a(U). In particular, al(U) and an(U) are the smallest and the largest
singular values of U, respectively. We use the following norms in the space Rnxn:
n
HU11 := E Cj(U), (1)
j=l
IU|2 I: 7j(U)2) = (U * U)1 /2, (2)
IUlo := max aj(U) = an(U), (3)
for all matrices U E fnx n. The norm (1) is known as the Ky Fan n-norm or trace norm
(see [3]); the norm (2) is known as the Hilbert-Schmidt norm or Frobenius norm and it
is induced by the inner product * defined above; and the norm (3) is the operator norm
induced by the Euclidean norm on Rn. Notice that all of these norms are unitarily invariant
in that IUI = IIPUQI for all unitary matrices P and Q in Rn n. We also have the following
proposition that summarizes a few properties of these norms:
Proposition 2.1 For all U, V E Fnxn
(i) Holder's inequalities (see [3]):
IU V < UIIool VI1, (4)
U * V < IIUfI211V 12- (5)
(ii) IlUV I 2 < IIUll 2llVII2.
(iii) IlUJlo ' IjUl 2 < v IIUlI.
(iv) llJU i< IIU112 < IIU1I 1.
From now on, whenever we use a Euclidean norm over any space we will omit subscripts.
Hence, IlUl := IIU112 for all U in Rnn.
Let Sn denote the subspace of 2nXnn consisting of symmetric matrices. Given a matrix
U E Sn, let U >- 0 denote that U is a positive semi-definite matrix, and let U >- 0 denote
that U is a positive definite matrix. We denote by S+ the set of positive semi-definite
matrices in Sn, that is, S+ = {U E S : U - 0}. Observe that S+ is a closed convex
pointed cone in Sn with non-empty interior given by {U E Sn : U >- 0}. Furthermore,
notice that the polar (S +)* of the cone S+ is the cone S+ itself. When U E Sn, we denote
by X(U) := (A 1, . . ., An)T the vector in JnR whose components are the real eigenvalues of U
ordered as follows 0 < IX11 I < ... < I An . Moreover, we denote by Aj(U) the j-th eigenvalue
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of U chosen according to the order in (U). In particular, notice that 'j(U) = j(U)I
whenever U E Sn.
Given matrices A 1 , ... ,A E S, we define the linear operator A = (A 1, ... , Am) from
S, to Rm as follows:
AX := (A · X,..., Am * X)T, (6)
for all X E S. We denote by m,n the space of linear operators from Sn to jRm of
the form (6). Given a linear operator A = (A 1,...,Am) E Lm,n, we define the rank
of A as the dimension of the subspace generated by the matrices A 1 ,...,Am, that is,
rank(A) := dim (< A, ... , Am >). We say that A has full-rank whenever rank(A) =
min{m, n(n - 1)/2}. Throughout the remainder of this paper we will assume that m <
n(n - 1)/2, so that A has full-rank if and only if rank(A) = m. The corresponding adjoint
transformation AT : 2m ~+ Sn, associated with A, is given by
m
AT[y]= iAi,
i=l
for all y E Rm . Furthermore, we endow the space LCm,n with the operator norm AI :=
max{llAX : X E Sn, IIXII < 1}, for all operators A e Lm,n. Finally, if we define the norm
of the adjoint operator as IATII := max{JlA T [y]J: y E Rm lyll < 1}, then it follows that
IIATI= IIA.
2.2 Data Instance Space
Consider the vector space D defined as 1D := {d = (A, b, C) : A E Lm,n, b E Rm, C Sn}.
We regard Z) as the space of data instances associated with the following pair of dual
semi-definite programs:
P(d) : min{CX : AX=b, X 0),
D(d) : max {bTy :AT[y] + S=C,S O}.
where d = (A, b, C) E D. To study the central trajectory of a data instance in D, we use the
functional p(.) defined as p(U) - lndet U, for all U >- 0. Notice that, as proven in [14],
p(.) is a strictly convex n-normal barrier for the cone S+. Furthermore, the Legendre
transformation p* of the barrier p is the functional p itself [14]. Given a data instance
d = (A, b, C) E D and a fixed scalar /t > 0, we study the following parametric family of
dual logarithmic barrier problems associated with P(d) and D(d):
P,(d) : min {C * X + pp(X) : AX = b, X >- 0),
D,(d) : max {bTy - p(S) : AT[y] + S = C, S 0}.
Let X(,u) and (y(/),S(/z)) denote the optimal solutions of P,(d) and D,(d), respectively
(when they exist). Then the primal central trajectory is the set {X(z) : > 0}, and is a
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smooth mapping from (0, oc) to S + [10, 27]. Similarly, the dual central trajectory is the
set {(y(zp), S(/t)): / > 0}, and is a smooth mapping from (0, oc) to m X S +.
We provide the data instance space D with the norm
ldll : max {llAl, Ilbll, VIlCI}, (7)
for all data instances d = (A, b, C) E D. Using this norm, we denote by B(d, 6) the
open ball {d+Ad E D : Adll < } in D centered at d and with radius 6 > 0, for all d E D.
2.3 Distance to Ill-Posedness
We are interested in studying data instances for which the programs P(-) and D(.) are
both feasible. Consequently, consider the following subset of the data set 2:
7 := {(A, b, C) E : b E A(S +) and C E AT[Rm] + S+},
that is, the elements in 7 correspond to those data instances d in D for which P(d) and
D(d) are feasible. The complement of 7, denoted by FC, is the set of data instances
d = (A, b, C) for which P(d) or D(d) is infeasible. The boundary of 7, denoted by 07,
is called the set of ill-posed data instances. This is because arbitrarily small changes in a
data instance d E 07 can yield data instances in 9F as well as data instances in Tc.
For a data instance d E D, the distance to ill-posedness is defined as
p(d) := inf{llAdll : d + Ad E a}),
(see [17, 18, 19]), and so p(d) is the distance of the data instance d to the set of ill-posed
instances 0. The condition number C(d) of the data instance d is defined as
C(dW-J if p(d) >0,() p(d)
oo if p(d) = 0.
The condition number C(d) can be viewed as a scale-invariant reciprocal of p(d), as it is
elementary to demonstrate that C(d) = C(ad) for any positive scalar a. Moreover, for
d = (A, b, C) 0F, let Ad = (-A, -b, -C). Observe that d + Ad (0, 0, O0) E 07r and
since a0F is a closed set, we have Ildll = I Adll > p(d) > 0, so that C(d) > 1. The value of
C(d) is a measure of the relative conditioning of the data instance d.
As proven in [24], the interior of 7, denoted Int(7F), is characterized as follows:
Int(.) = {(A, b, C) E D: b E A(Int(SZ)), C AT[R m] + Int(SZ), A has full-rank}. (8)
In particular, notice that data instances in Int(.7) correspond to data instances for which
Pi() and D,(.) are both feasible (for any > 0). Also, observe that d = (A, b, C) E 7 and
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p(d) > 0 if and only if d E Int(TF), and so, if and only if the characterization given in (8)
holds for d. We will use this characterization of the interior of jr throughout the remainder
of this paper.
3 Statement of Main Results
For a given data instance d E Int(.F) and a scalar pz > 0, we denote by X(d, At) the unique
optimal solution to P,(d), and by (y(d, ),S(d, A)) the unique optimal solution to D,(d).
Furthermore, we use the following function of d and At as a condition measure for the
programs P,(d) and D,(d):
IC(d, p) := C(d)2 + pn (9)
As with the condition number C(d), it is not difficult to show that IC(d, A) > 1 and IC (d, At) is
scale invariant in the sense that KC(Ad, At) = C(d, t) for all A > 0. The reason why we call
IC(d, ) a condition measure will become apparent from the theorems stated in this section.
Our first theorem concerns upper bounds on the optimal solutions to P,,(d) and D,(d),
respectively. The bounds are given in terms of the condition measure IC(d, t) and the size
of the data Ildll. In particular, the theorem shows that the norm of the optimal primal
solution along the central trajectory grows at most linearly in the barrier parameter , and
at a rate no larger than n/p(d). The proof of this theorem is presented in Section 4.
Theorem 3.1 Let d E Int(.F) and t be a positive scalar. Then
IX(d, ) < K(d, ), (10)
y(d, ) I< K(d, ), (11)
IIS(d,)ll < 211dl (d, ), (12)
where IC(d, A) is the condition measure defined in (9).
As the proof of Theorem 3.1 will show, there is a tighter bound on X(d, tu)l, namely
IX(d,) < M(d, t), where
C(d) if C · X(d, A) < 0,
M(d,) := max{C(d), )} if 0 < C o X(d, A) < n, (13)
C(d)2 + if tn < C · X(d,,u),
whenever d E Int(.F) and At > 0. Notice that because of the uniqueness of the optimal
solution to P (d) for t > 0, the condition measure M (d, t) is well-defined. Also, observe
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that M(d, p) can always be bounded from above by IC(d, At).
It is not difficult to create data instances for which the condition measure M (d, t)
is a tight bound on IIX(d, /)l. Even though the condition measure M(d,/ ) provides a
tighter bound on IIX(d, ) I than IC(d, A), we will use the condition measure IC(d, /) for
the remainder of this paper. This is because IC(d, A) conveys the same general asymp-
totic behavior as MA(d, pt) and also because using KC(d, p) simplifies most of the expressions
in the theorems to follow. Similar remarks apply to the bounds on ly(d,/) )l and IS(d, /)l1I.
In particular, when C = O, that is, when we are solving a semi-definite analytic center
program, we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 3.1 Let d = (A, b, C) E Int(.F) be such that C = 0 and t be a positive scalar.
Then
IIX(d, p) 11 < C(d).
The following theorem presents lower bounds on the eigenvalues of solutions along the
primal and dual central trajectories. In particular, the lower bound on the eigenvalues of
solutions along the primal central trajectory implies that the convergence of X(d, P) to an
optimal solution to P(d), as A goes to zero, is at least asymptotically linear in t, and at a
rate of 1/(2IIdllC(d)2 ).
Theorem 3.2 Let d E Int(Y.) and pt be a positive scalar. Then for all j = 1,..., n,
Aj(X(d,At)) > (d
Aj(S(d,t)) > ( )
The proof of Theorem 3.2 is presented in Section 4.
The next theorem concerns bounds on changes in optimal solutions to P, (d) and D, (d)
as the data instance d and the parameter At are perturbed. In particular, we present these
bounds in terms of an asymptotically polynomial expression of the condition number C(d),
the condition measure IC(d, p), the size of the data Ildll, the scalar , and the dimensions
m and n. It is also important to notice the linear dependence of the bound on the size of
the data perturbation IAdll and the parameter perturbation IALI.
Theorem 3.3 Let d = (A,b,C) be a data instance in Int(.F), t be a positive scalar,
Ad = (AA, Ab, AC) E D be a data perturbation such that IIAdll < p(d)/3, and AP/ be a
scalar such that AliI < t/3. Then,
|IX(d + xd, +t~)-X(d, ) < IzAdII 64OnVm C(d)2(d, ) 5 (At + IIdIl)IIXr(d±td,At+nAt -X(d,t)I I • IndIIAt
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+ Al I 6nIldIA(d, )2 (14)
ly(d +/d,p +/Ap) -y(d,p )I < Il/dl 640 VIiC(d) C(d, p)(M + IdI)
A/2
+ At 32/mldlC(d)2 1C(d,p) 2 (15)
S(d + /Ad,p + zA/)- S(d,p ) < lAd iJ 640mC(d)2 C(d, ') 5 (u + lJdi) 2
At2
+ AJ 1 32/mld1 2 C(d1(d)2(dt)2 (16)
The proof of Theorem 3.3 is presented in Section 5.
Finally, we present a theorem concerning changes in optimal objective function val-
ues of the program P,1(d) as the data instance d and the parameter [t are perturbed.
We denote by z(d, Ip) the optimal objective function value of the program P,(d), namely
z(d, ut) := C * X(d, u) + up(X(d, A)), where X(d, A) is the optimal solution of P,(d).
Theorem 3.4 Let d = (A,b,C) be a data instance in Int(.F), be a positive scalar,
Ad = (A, Ab, AC) E D be a data perturbation such that lAdljl < p(d)/3, and Ai be a
scalar such that IAi\l < A/ 3. Then,
z(d + Ad, g + A) - z(d, p) < dl 91C(d, A)2
+ IApIl n (n 16 I In + In ldlll + l  IC(d, )) .
Notice that it follows from Theorem 3.4 that changes in objective function values of
P,(d) are at most linear in the size of the perturbation of the data instance d and the
parameter . As with Theorem 3.3, the bound is polynomial in terms of the condition
measure IC(d, A) and the size of the data instance d. Also observe that if Ad = 0, and we
let AtL go to zero, from the analytic properties of the central trajectory [10, 27], we obtain
the following bound on the derivative of z(.) with respect to t:
(d _) < n (ln 16 + I Iln I + I In lIdll + ln(d,/)).
The remaining two sections of this paper are devoted to proving the four theorems
stated in this section.
4 Proof of Bounds On Optimal Solutions
This section presents the proofs of the results on lower and upper bounds on sizes of optimal
solutions along the central trajectory, for the pair of dual logarithmic barrier problems P, (d)
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and D,,(d). We start by proving Theorem 3.1. Our proof is an immediate generalization
to the semi-definite case of the proof of Theorem 3.1 in [15] for the case of a linear program.
Proof of Theorem 3.1: Let X := X(d, g) be the optimal solution to P,(d) and (, S):
(y(d, A), S(d, t)) be the optimal solution to the corresponding dual problem D,(d). Notice
that the optimality conditions of P.,(d) and D, (d) imply that C * X = bT§ + An.
Observe that since S = C - AT[!], then IlS _< ICII + I1ATI IIIjy. Since IIAT l = IAll, we
have that lSlI < Idl (1 + I ), and using the fact that KC(d, ) > 1 the bound (12) on IIS
is a consequence of the bound (11) on III. It therefore is sufficient to prove the bounds
on llXll and on II!I. Furthermore, the bound on II1II is trivial if ! = 0; therefore from now
on we assume that 1 ) 0. Also, let X = l ll and y = !/ l)1. Clearly, X * X = IXl,
IIXII = 1, ,T = II II, and IIYII = 1
The rest of the proof proceeds by examining three cases:
(i) C < 0,
(ii) 0 < C * X < ,un, and
(iii) n < C X.
In case (i), let AAi := -biX/IIX I, for i = 1,..., m. Then, by letting the operator A
:= (AA,.. ., Am) and iAd := (A, 0, 0) E D, we have (A + A)Xf = 0, X >- 0, and
C * X < 0. It then follows that D,(d + Ad) is infeasible, and so p(d) < Idi = AIAll
Ilbll/llXll < Idll/llXIl. Therefore, Il < lIdll/p(d) = C(d) < IC(d,P). This proves (10) in
this case.
Consider the following notation: 0 := bTp, Ab := -Y/llIIl, AAi := -yC/ III, for i =
1,..., m, AA := (A 1,..., AAm), and Ad := (AA, Ab, 0) E 1. Observe that (b+ Ab)T =
0 and (A + AA)T[p] -< 0, so that P,(d + Ad) is infeasible. Therefore, p(d) < IlIAdl =
max{lICII, 101}/lll1. Hence, IIII < max{C(d), 01/p(d)}. Furthermore, 101 = IbTP = IC 
X - inl < IlX IIIllC + mn < C(d)IdlI + pn. Therefore, using the fact that C(d) > 1 for any
d, we have (11).
In case (ii), let Ad := (AA, 0, AC) E D), where AAi := -biX/ll iI, for i= 1,...,m,
and AC := -nX/ llx . Observe that (A + AA)X = 0 and (C + AC) * X < 0. Hence,
D,(d + Ad) is infeasible, and so we conclude that p(d) < IlAdI = max{ lAAI, IACl} =
max{jIblltn}/lll-l < max{lIdll,An}/llII. Therefore, II1X < max{C(d),ptn/p(d)} <
IC(d, A). This proves (10) for this case.
Now, let A/d := (A, b, 0), where Ai := -iC/ IIll, for i = 1,...,m, and b :=
Iny/llylf. Observe that (b + Ab)TP = bTp + /in = C > 0 and (A + AA)T[p] 0.
As before, we have P,(d + Ad) is infeasible, and so we conclude that p(d) < IlAdI =
max{ IAAll, IAbll = max{ IC ll,tn}/ llll < max{lldll,un}/ lll. Therefore, we obtain II1II
< max{C(d),nl/p(d)} < C(d,).
In case (iii), we first consider the bound on IPII. Let Ad := (AA, 0, 0) E D, where
AAi := -iC/llIll, for i = 1,..., m. Since (A + AA)T[P] -< 0 and bT = C -n > 0,
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it follows that P,(d + Ad) is infeasible, and so p(d) < II/dll = IC /I II. Therefore,
III < C(d) < C(d, p).
Finally, let AAi := -biX/IIIl, for i = 1,...,m, and AC := -Xl/IX , where
0 := C · X. Observe that (A + AA)X = 0 and (C + AC) * X 0. Thus, we conclude that
D,(d + Ad) is infeasible and so, p(d) < IlAdll = max{lfAll, IlACIl} = max{llbll, 0}/IXll,
so that IIXII < max{C(d),0/p(d)}. Furthermore, 0 = C X = bTp + in < Iblill + An <
Id lC(d) + An. Therefore, IlXIl < K(d, At).
q.e.d.
The following corollary presents upper bounds on optimal solutions to P,+a,(d + Ad)
and D,+A, ( d + Ad), where Ad is a data instance in D representing a small perturbation
of the data instance d, and A/a is a scalar.
Corollary 4.1 Let d E Int(.F) and At > O. If IlAdll < p(d)/3 and IAI < u/ 3 , then
X(d + Ad, + A) I < 4K(d, p),
Ijy(d + Ad,- + ALt)l < 41C(d, )
IIS(d + Ad, u + Atu)l < 61ldIIC(d, [).
Proof: The proof follows by observing that
d+Adll < lldll +p(d)
3
4tp/ + At < 3
3
From these inequalities, we have C(d+Ad) < -( djI +p(d)/3)/p(d) = (C(d)+1/3) < 2C(d)
and lid Ad < 4 lldll < 1.51 dl, since C(d) > 1. Furthermore, (At + Al)n/p(d + Ad) <
2pAn/p(d). Therefore, IC(d + Ad, /t + A/a) < 41C(d, A), and the result follows.
q.e.d.
Proof of Theorem 3.2: Because of the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimality conditions
of the dual pair of programs P,,(d) and D,(d), we have X(d, l)S(d, ) = I. Since
X(d, t) E S, there exists an orthogonal matrix U such that X(d, ) = UDUT, where
D = diag(A(X(d, t))). Then, if S := UTS(d, )U, we have /uI = DUTS(d, u)U = DS,
and so, Aj(X(d,A ))Sjj = for j 1,.. ., n. Thus, for each j = 1,..., n, Aj(X(d, ))
At/Sjj > / IAISo = t/IIS(d,At)I oo > IIS(d,A)II, and the result for Aj(X(d,/A)) follows
from Theorem 3.1. On the other hand, there exists an orthogonal matrix V such that
S(d,/t) = VEVT, where E = diag(A(S(d,p))). Then, if X := VTX(d,lt)V, we have
AI = EVTX(d, )V = EX, and so, Aj(S(d,A))Xjj = , for j = 1,..., n. Thus, for each
j = 1,...,n, Xj(S(d,/)) = /Xjj > /11X11I = At/IX(d, t)II > t/IIX(d, )lI, and the
result for Aj(S(d, l)) follows again from Theorem 3.1.
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q.e.d.
Corollary 4.2 Let d E Int(.F) and 1a > O. If lzIAdl < p(d)/3 and Ai[t < /3, then for all
j= 1,..,n,
Aj (X(d + Ad, + Zx)) > _6d (d, )
xj (S(d + d, + p)) > 6(d, )
Proof: The proof follows immediately from Theorem 3.2, by observing that Ild + Ad <
4311dl, t + A > 2 , and C(d + Ad, + Aft) < 41C(d,/ ).
q.e.d.
5 Proof of Bounds On Changes in Optimal Solutions
In this section we prove Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 3.4. Before presenting the proofs of the
theorems, we first present properties of certain linear operators that arise in our analysis,
in Proposition 5.1, Proposition 5.2, Proposition 5.3, Proposition 5.4, Proposition 5.5, and
Corollary 5.1.
Proposition 5.1 Given a data instance d = (A, b, C) E D and matrices X and X such
that X, X >- O, let P be the linear operator from R m to Rm defined as
Pw := A (X (AT[W]) X) ,
for all w E Rm. If A has rank m, then the following statements hold true:
1. P corresponds to a non-singular matrix in 3Rmxm,
2. P corresponds to a symmetric positive definite matrix in Rmxm,
3. Pw = A (X (AT[w]) X), for all w E R m.
Proof: By using the canonical basis for Rm and slightly amending the notation, we have
that the (i, j)-coordinate of the matrix corresponding to P is given by
Pij = Ai * (XAjX). (17)
Hence, if w is such that Pw = 0, then for all i = 1, . . ., m:
m
E (Ai (XAj))wj = 0,j=1
m
Zx ((X1/2Ai) (X1/2AjX))w j 0,
j==
m
E ((xl/2AiX / 2) (X1/2AjX1/2)) w = °.
j=1
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It therefore follows that:
m m
w PW = Z W ((X1/2 AiX 1/2) (X1/2AJX1/2)) wj 0. (18)
i=1 j=1
This in turn can be written as:
X/2(AT[W])X/2112 = 0,
from which we obtain AT[w] = 0. Using the fact that A has rank m, we have w = 0.
Therefore the matrix corresponding to P is non-singular, thus proving the first statement.
To prove the second statement, notice that from (17) we have Pij = Ai * (XAjX) =
(XAiX) * Aj = Aj * (XAiX) = Pji, for all 1 < i,j < m. Hence, P is a symmetric
operator. Furthermore, if we let A := (X 1 / 2A 1X1 / 2 ,. .. , X 1 /2 AmX 1 / 2), we obtain from (18)
WTPW = IAT[w]l2 > 0, for all w E m. Hence, P is a positive semi-definite operator.
Using that P is non-singular, we conclude the second statement.
Finally, to prove the last statement we use the following property of the trace operator:
trace (XEF) = trace (EXF), (19)
for all symmetric matrices E, F and X in Rx'l. By using (19), we obtain
trace (AiXAjX) = trace ((X/2AiX1/2) (X- 1 /2XX-1 / 2 ) (X1/2AjX1/2))
= trace ((X-1/2XX-1/2)(X 1/ 2AiX1 / 2)((X1/ 2AjX1/ 2))
trace (XAiXAj)
= trace (AiXAjX),
for all 1 < i,j < m. Therefore, Pw = A (X (AT[]) X), for all w E m, and the result
follows.
q.e.d.
Proposition 5.2 Let d = (A, b, C) E Int(.F) and P be the linear operator from ~Rm to Rm
defined as
Pw := A (AT[]),
for all w E Em. Then P is a symmetric positive definite matrix and
p(d) < V/(P).
Proof: Observe that since d Int(F), A has rank m, and so from Proposition 5.1, P is
non-singular. It is not difficult to show that P is also symmetric and positive semi-definite.
Therefore, P is positive definite.
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There exists a vector v E Rm with lvil = 1 and Pv = Av. Hence,
vTPv = A. Let AA E 'm,n be defined as
aA := (-vi(A[v]),...,-v(AT[v])) ,
and Ab = ev for any e > 0 and small. Then, (A+ A)T[v] = 0 and (b+Ab)Tv = bTv+e $f 0,
for all e > 0 and small. Hence, (A + AA)X = b + Ab is an inconsistent system of equations
for all > 0 and small. Therefore, p(d) < max{llAll, Ilabll l = IA[v] = 1I x,
thus proving this proposition.
q.e.d.
Proposition 5.3 Given a data instance d = (A, b, C) E D such that A has rank m, and
matrices X and X such that X, X >- O, let Q be the linear operator from Rnxn to Rnxn
QV := V - X 1 /2 (AT [P-1A (Xl/2VXl/2)]) X1 / 2 ,
for all V E fnxn, where P is the matrix from Proposition 5.1. Then Q corresponds to a
symmetric projection operator.
Proof: Let RV X1 /2 (AT [P-1A (X1/2VX1/2)]) X1/2 for all V E fnxn. Since QV =
V - RV = (I - R)V, then Q is a symmetric projection if and only if. R is a. 5ymmetric
projection. It is straightforward to show that
m m
RV = Z E P 1 (Aj
i=l j=1
· (X1/2VX1/2)) (Xl/2AiX1/2) (20)
for all V E Rnxn. For a fixed matrix V in Rnxn, it follows from this identity that
m m
W (RV) = EEY Pi 1 (Ai
i=1 j=l
· (X1/2WX1/2)) (X1/2AjX1/2) V,
for all W in "'x n. Hence, we have
m m
RT [W] = E pl
i=1 j=1
(Ai (X1/2WX1/2)) (Xl/2AjX1/2)I
for all W in nxn. By noticing that P is a symmetric matrix and using (20), we obtain
R = RT, that is, R is a symmetric operator.
On the other hand, for a given V in RnX, let w := P-1A (X1/2VX/2). Thus, using
Proposition 5.1, statement 3, we obtain
RRV = X1/2 (AT [P-1A (X1/2(RV)X1/2)]) x 1 / 2
X1 2 (A [P-A (X1/2 (X 1 / 2 (AT [P-lA (X1/2VX1/2)]) X1/2) X1/2)]) X 1 / 2
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defined as
____1___1_11111___1I^-_l--·-·XII---·_ll --
Let := Ai(P).
= xl2 (AT [P-1A (X (AT[w]) X)]) X/ 2
- X 1/2 (AT [P-1Pw]) X1/2
= X1/2(AT[W])X1/2
- RV,
where the fourth equality above follows from part (3.) of Proposition 5.1. Therefore, from
[11] (Theorem 1, page 73), R is a projection and the result follows.
q.e.d.
Proposition 5.4 Given a data instance d = (A, b, C) E D and matrices X and X such
that X, X >- O, let P be the linear operator from ~Rm to Rm defined as
Pw:= A (X (AT[w]) X),
for all w E Rim. Then if A has rank m,
IIP-1 ll < IIX-llOOlX-llloo11 (AA T )-ll1..
Proof: From Proposition 5.1, it follows that P is non-singular. Let w be any vector in R"
normalized so that [w[ = 1 and consider a spectral. decomposition of X as
n
X = Ak(X)kuk ,
k=l
where {ul,..., u, is an orthonormal basis for Rn. Then we have:
W TPw
m m
= E trace (AiXAjX) wiwj
i=1 j=l
m 
= trace ( r
i=l j=l1
trace (1/2
AiXAjXwiwj)
E Aiwi X j=
,i=l jl
Aj w) X12)
n
= k1 (X)trace X/2
k=l (=1
Aiwi) UkUk E
j=
> X- 1 Jl trace
- IX- 1 11 trace
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Ajwj X1/2)
X1/2)
___I___III_1III__1---·111 -IIFI
.
i=1 i=l
i=1 j=l
Now, consider a spectral decomposition of X as
n
X = k(X)vkVk,
k=l
where as before, {vl ,..., vn} is an orthonormal basis for R n. Notice that from Proposi-
tion 5.1, it follows that the operator AAT is nonsingular. Then, we have
lP-1l~l > w T Pw > X ll1 I k(X)trace ((Aii kVk (AjWj))
k=l i=l j=l
(i=1 ) (j=l
> IX- 1 117o I--111-111(AAT) - 1 11- ,
and the result follows.
q.e.d.
Corollary 5.1 Let d = (A, b, C) be a data instance in Int(.F), gt be a positive scalar,
Ad = (AA, Ab, AC) E D be a data perturbation such that IlAdll < p(d)/3, and AZ1 be a
scalar such that AlIl < u/3. Then,
I P-111 32 (d)K(,d, ,) 2
where P is the linear operator from Rm to 3Rm defined as
Pw := A (X(d, [) (AT[w]) X(d + Ad, + Ap)),
for all w E Rm, and 1C(d, ) is the scalar defined in (9).
Proof: Let X = X(d, p) and X = X(d + Ad, p + Afp). From Proposition 5.4 we know that
IP - 1ll < IIX-1 IX1M 11- l (AA T )-1 1.
From Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 4.2, respectively, we have
x- < 2 dC(d, )
< 16 d C(d, )
Furthermore, from Proposition 5.2 we have
I(AA T )- 111oo < p(d)2'
By combining these results and using Proposition 2.1, we obtain the corollary.
q.e.d.
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Proposition 5.5 Let d - (A, b, C) be a data instance in Int(.F), t be a positive scalar,
Ad = (A, Ab, AC) E D be a data perturbation such that ljxdll < p(d)/3, and ALP be a
scalar such that IzAl < ,u/3 . Then,
IlAb - AAX(d + Ad,
IlAC - AAT[y(d + Ad, 
Proof: Let X := X(d + Ad, + Ag) and
have
Ab- AAXI
IAC - AAT[]1I
p+A) < 5lIAdlK(d,A.),
. + )] Ij < 5IAdlla(d, t).
y := (d + Ad, ,u + AAt). From Corollary 4.1, we
• Idll (I + IIx )
< IlAdl (1 + 4C(d, [))
< 5 ladl K(d, p).
• IAd (1 + -l)
< IlAdl ( + 4C(d, [))
< 5 1Ad llC(d, p),
and so the proposition follows.
q.e.d.
Proof of Theorem 3.3: To simplify the notation, let (X, y, S) := (X(d, p), y(d, ii), S(d, A)),
(X, y, S) := (X(d + Ad, t + At), y(d + Ad, pt + A), S(d + Ad, t + Ap)), and ft := t + A.
From the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimality conditions associated with the programs P,(d)
and P,+Au(d + Ad), respectively, we obtain
XS = I,
AT[y] + S = C,
AX = b,
X >-0,
XS = tI,
(A +AA)T[] + S = C + AC,
(A+ AA)X = b+ Ab,
X >- O.
Let AE := Ab - AAX and AF := AC - AAT[]. Therefore,
X-x - X(ft - S)X
= 1- ((C - A T [y]) -(C + AC - (A + AA)T[])) X
- - (A/C - p(AC - A T [J]) - A T [fty -y]) X
PA
=y- X l F_ A T _- -P]X.= AXcx - XAFX - [y- Y]) x. (21)
On the other hand, A(X - X) = Ab- AAX = AE. Since d E Int(.F), then A has full-rank
(see (8)). It follows from Proposition 5.1 that the linear operator P from JRm to Rm defined
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as Pw := A(X(AT[w])X), for all w E m, corresponds to a positive definite matrix in
jmxm. By combining this result with (21), we obtain:
E = AA (XCX)
P t
- A (XFx)fI- - 1 P(-Y - LY),fAP
and so
P-fE = a P-1A (XCX)
Therefore, we have the following identity:
_lP-1A
ftL (XAFX) - 1-(fy - L).fLA /
1 (ty -_t,) = aP-A (XCX) P-'A (XAFX)
Combining (22) and (21), we obtain
X-x = ZMXCX -
MI'-
- X AT P-1A (XCX)
AtP
= - (Xcx
- - (XzFx
- lP-l
ft
- X (AT [P-A (XCX)]) X)
- (AT [p-1A (XAFX)])x)
+ (AT[P-'aE])X
= -X 1 / 2 Q (1/2CX1l2) x 1/ 2
+AfPtEX
+ (AT[P-1AŽED)X,
_ X1/2Q
(23)
where by Q we denote the following linear operator from R nx n to Rnxn:
Q(V) := V - X 1 / 2 (AT [P-1A (X1/2VXl/2)]) X 1 /2 ,
for all V E Rnx n . By using Proposition 5.3, it follows that Q is a symmetric projection
operator, and so IQVII < IIVII for all V E nxn. Since JIV 1/2 112 < / IV Il, for all V in S +,
from (23), Theorem 3.1, Corollary 4.1, Corollary 5.1, and Proposition 5.5, it follows that
-- x IlxI/2112llclli lx/ 2 ll2 + i X1/22 F2 I IX1/2 + IX(AT[p-lE]) J
< I "X1l llXIlClllXI + IXll IAFI IXI + IXIlIATI 11P-lllll EIIIX
~-L ,
_< t4n Ai IdllC(d, A)2
-t/z
20nllAdll
+ _ C(d,
A
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- P-1AE.
-X/\FX
fA
(22)
A (XAFX) - PAE]) X
640 
~)a + ~-5-/ Ad i Ild It(d) 1(d, ~)s
(_kll2AFX 1/2 X112
Therefore, by noticing that i > 2 P, we obtain
6n 640nx/mIIX - XH1 < -jAALdKI(d, t)2 + dr Iad (C(d)2b(d, )5  + ldl),
and so (14) follows.
Next, we prove the bound on I - y l. From the identities (A + AA)T[y] + = C + AC
and AT[y] + S = C, it follows that
S-S A= F-AT[Y-y],
,X--- X - 1 = AF- AT[y-y],
X (fiX- X)X-1 = AF-A T [- y].
Hence,
AfX-AtX = X(AF-AT[-y])X
= XAFX - (AT[y - ]) X.
By pre-multiplying this identity by A, we obtain
Atb - iAE = A (XAFX) - P(y- y),
and so,
P(y-y) = -A/ib+/AE (XAFX),
- y = -APb + P- 1AE + P-1A (XAFX).
Therefore, using this identity, Theorem 3.1, Corollary 4.1, Corollary 5.1, and Proposi-
tion 5.5, we obtain:
-yj _< AI PllP- lllbll+P-llP- IAEI + lP-llA IllI IAF' IIX 
• 32v/y¶_jApdjj C(d)21C(d, )2 +160v Ad C(d) 2 K(d, At)3
+ 640 /ldl Adlld C(d)2K(d, A)5
t2
< 32V/+A/j dl C(d)21C(d, l) 2 640/Adl C(d)21C(d, t) 5(u + lld)
At2 At2
and so we obtain inequality (15).
Finally, to obtain the bound on IS - S , we proceed as follows. Notice that S - S =
AF - AT[y - y]. Hence, from (15) and Proposition 5.5, we have
11-S1 < IlAFIt + IA T I11 -YI
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< 5HAdLC(d, l ) + dj 32/1/m-m/dX C( d )2 C(d , l )2 
+ 640m Iadd lC(d)21C(d,)5( + d))
IL2
< 32V IApljldll2C(d)21C (d, _)2 + 640VHiAdj C(d)2A2(d, g) 5 (p + lldj1)2
~2 I_/2
which establishes (16), concluding the proof of this theorem.
q.e.d.
Proof of Theorem 3.4: To simplify the notation, let z := z(d + Ad, + At) and
z = z(d, ). Consider the Lagrangian functions associated with P, (d) and P,+,(d + Ad),
respectively,
L(X,y) := C * X + pp(X) + y(b - AX),
L(X,y) := (C + AC) .X + (/L + A/g)p(X) + yT(b + Ab - (A + AA)X).
and define M(X, y) := L(X, y) - L(X, y). Let X and (y, S) denote the optimal solutions
to P,(d) and D,(d), respectively; and let X and (, S) denote the optimal solutions to
P,1+A,(d + Ad) and D,+A,(d + Ad), respectively. Hence, we have
= L(X, )
: max L(X,y)
= max {L(X,y)+ M(X,y)}
> L(X, ) + M(, Y-)
> Z + M(XY-)
Thus, z - > M(X, y). Similarly, we can prove that z - < M(X, ). Therefore, we
obtain that either [12-z < IM(, )l or If-zl < I M(X,p)l. On the other hand, by using
Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 4.1, we have
IM(X, Y) = JAC * X + App(X) + f T Ab _ yT AAXi
< IACII£II + IApIIP(X) + L9 IIlAbl + YI IIAAI LXjI
< IAdjl (IIkI + II91I IIIIIIXII) + IAIIP(X)I
< 911adllC(d,/ )2 + IA/lIp(X)I.
Similarly, it is not difficult to show that
IM(X, )I < 9AdllIC(d, g)2 + IAtllp(X)I.
Therefore,
I - z < 91IAd lIC(d, /) 2 + IAtI max { P()I, p(X)I }.
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By using Theorem 3.1, Theorem 3.2, Corollary 4.1, and Corollary 4.2, we obtain
-n ln (K(d,/)) < p(X) <-nn 2 11 dllK(d,p)
-n ln(41C(d,/)) < p(X) < -nl n 16 [dllJ(d,/)
Thus, we have the following bound:
max {p(X)l, lp(X)} < nmax {(41Cd ln(d,)), 16 d (d, )) }
< n (ln 16 + l ln + [ In lldlll + In (d, l)),
and so the results follows.
q.e.d.
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